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USAID Microbicide Database User Guide

INTRODUCTION
Overview
What is the USAID Microbicide Database (MDB)?
As part of its comprehensive population program and HIV/STI prevention strategy,
USAID has been providing support to the field of Microbicide research and development
(R&D) for more than a decade. Activities are being implemented through several
partners, including private non-governmental organizations, private voluntary
organizations, universities, and other government and international agencies. Having
refined, built consensus for, and finalized a monitoring and evaluation (M&E) framework
with indicators appropriate for tracking progress on Microbicide R&D activities, USAID
put itself in a position to be able to construct the present MDB. The Database, a webenabled programmatic database and reporting system for inputting data and producing
reports, is now a central repository of data about the USAID-funded Microbicide R&D
activities.
What is the purpose of the MDB?
The MDB will serve multiple purposes. It will provide USAID and its implementing
partners with easy access to microbicide data required for reporting to a variety of
audiences, particularly in the context of the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief.
It will facilitate the periodic review of USAID’s microbicide portfolio, which will support
decision-making and portfolio management activities. In addition, it will house
information about microbicide activities supported by USAID over time, and will help
identify and foster ways for partners/organizations to collaborate and complement each
other’s work.

Administration and Access
Who manages the MDB?
A USAID Administrator manages the MDB.
Who has access to the MDB?
Users will include:
 Cooperating Agencies (CA)/Implementing Partners that are receiving USAID
funds to implement microbicides R&D activities
 USAID staff/Administrators
 Analysis, Information Management & Communication Activity (AIM) programming
staff
There are two levels of access to the MDB, as follows:


Restricted: Each CA will have access to its own data only. Any person who logs
in to the Database with his/her CA login and password will have access to all
data for that specific CA. S/he will not be able to access the data of another CA.



Administrative: USAID personnel who have the appropriate login and password
will have access to all Database information at all times.
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Who has access to MDB data?
If you are a USAID contractor implementing microbicide research and development
programs and would like to have access to the Programmatic Database, please contact
USAID or register online. Please note that the USAID MDB is available only for USAID
CAs that have received funds from USAID in implementing microbicide programs and
USAID staff.
How will users access the MDB?
The USAID MDB is a Web-enabled database. The link to the database can be found on
http://microbicide.aimglobalhealth.org/. Users will need a login ID and password, which they
can request from the website.

Data Management
What will MDB data sources be?
CA’s derive data for entry into the USAID MDB from two sources: 1) USAID approved
annual work plans, and 2) periodic reports on activities carried out as per approved and
funded work plans.
What reports can be generated from the MDB?
This database provides a cross-portfolio snapshot of all USAID supported microbicide
R&D activities. The following reports can be generated by CA and/or across all CAs
from the MDB:
Preclinical Research & Development
Report 1: Summary of Product Information in Preclinical R&D
Report 2: Candidates under Preclinical R&D, Partner and Lead Investigator
Report 3: Number of Agents Screened, Rejected, Moved to the Next Phase at
Preclinical Stage
Formulation & Delivery
Report 4: Activity Summary for Formulation & Delivery
Clinical Trials
Report 5: Products in Clinical Trial Stage
Report 6: Supportive Activities (such as policy work or US-FDA related
regulatory work) for Clinical Trials
Social Science Research & Activities
Report 7: Social Science Research & Activities by Country and Product
Capacity Building
Report 8: Summary of Infrastructure Established and Upgraded
Report 9: Summary of Human Capacity Building
Financial Data
Report 10: Summary of Financial Data of USAID Supported Microbicide
Activities by Performance Period
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Report 11: Summary of Life of Project Obligations of USAID Supported
Microbicide Activities
More reports can be generated upon USAID or CAs’ requests, if needed.
What is the reporting schedule?
The data collection period for FY06 will be in the spring of 2007.

Help
What are the technology requirements for inputting data into the MDB?
The only technology requirement to use MDB is a web browser that supports session
variables (non-persistent cookies), which are necessary to allow the database to identify
users as they navigate the different data screens. This helps ensure data integrity.
The latest browser versions are recommended, with Netscape® 6.2 and Internet
Explorer® 5.0 being the minimum requirements.
Pop-ups must be allowed.
In addition, JavaScript must be enabled. Enabling JavaScript comprises the following 6step process:
Step 1:

In Internet Explorer, select Tools then Internet Options from the menu
bar.

Step 2:

In the Internet Options dialog box, click the Security tab.

Step 3:

Click the Custom Level button.

Step 4:

Scroll down to the Scripting section.

Step 5:

Under the Active scripting heading, select Enable.

Step 6:

Click the OK button, then click it again to save your selection and close
the Internet Options dialog box.

What is the MDB User’s Guide?
The User’s Guide is a detailed set of explanations of how to enter, manage, and submit
data and produce reports using the MDB. It is divided into seven chapters, each of
which includes multiple sub-headings that can be easily accessed via links embedded in
the Table of Contents (above). The structure of the User’s Guide mirrors that of the
MDB itself. After an overview of some key ways to navigate the MDB, the Guide
provides detailed instructions about how to add a new activity to the database; to modify
an existing activity; to add information about a new performance period to an existing
activity; to view an activity; submit an activity; and generate reports.
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What other resources are available to support the MDB user?
In addition to the User’s Guide, the MDB user may access the List of Terms and
Acronyms (both of which are accessible through the “Help” function of the database).
Assistance and support may also be provided by USAID and system administrators.
USAID ensures technical global health expertise and oversight of the Database. Staff
there review activities and generate reports across partners and activities.
The system administrator maintains and manages database operations. This mean
ensuring that the database provides both partners and USAID with the processes and
procedures necessary for efficient and effective reporting.
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CHAPTER ONE: NAVIGATE THE MDB
Get Started
Your CA will receive authorization to use the MDB by e-mail from a system
administrator. The e-mail notification will provide you with a web link to the MDB login
screen, where you can register.
After registering and logging in, your CA can freely access the MDB as many times as
needed, and a record of edits made will be stored. As long as the data on a screen has
been saved, you can return to that screen and resume entering or editing data at any
time.
NOTE: You should have largely determined the content of the report to be entered
before starting to use the MDB. This will help ensure a smooth data entry experience.
Access the MDB Website
Accessing the MDB comprises two easy steps:
1. In the authorization e-mail you receive from the system Administrator, click on the
link to the URL. (If the does not work, type the URL into the address field of your
browser.)
2. Press Enter. The following MDB login screen will appear.

Once you have reached this “Welcome” screen, you may read information about the
MDB by clicking on one or more of the questions listed and you may log into the MDB.
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(NOTE: If you click on the last question in the list, you will be provided with a brief
explanation of how to log onto the MDB. The same information appears below.)
Register
Registering in the MDB comprises 3 steps:
1. Click on the Register link in the User Login box.

2. Fill in all of the required (marked with a red asterisk - *) fields in the “USAID
MICROBICIDE DATABASE REGISTRATION screen (shown below):
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3. Click on the “Register” button at the bottom of the screen.
Your authorization to log in to the MDB will shortly be sent to the e-mail address that
you have provided during registration.
Log in
Logging in comprises two easy steps:
1. Type the User Name and Password that you created during the registration process.
2. Click on the Login button.

Use the Menu Bar
Every screen of the MDB has the following “menu bar” at the top:

We will examine each option of the menu bar.
Activity Management

This option enables you to enter, manage, and submit your activity data, as well
as generate reports about your data.
Reports

When you click on this option, you will see a list of reports that can be generated
by the MDB. However, you may generate one or more reports only when the
following requirements have been met:
•
•

You or other colleagues from your CA have completed data entry for one
or more activities.
One or more completed activity entries have been approved by USAID.
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For a complete list of reports that can be generated, see “What Reports Can be
Generated from the MDB?” below.
Administration

When you click on this option, you will access the following menu:

This menu allows you to perform the following two administrative functions:
• Update login information
Click on this link if you wish to update your login information, such as
creating a new username or password. The following box will appear:

You may make changes to your login information and click the “Save
Changes” button; or you may click “Cancel” to return to the “Manage your
user account” screen.
•

Update contact information
Click on this link if you wish to update your contact information, such as
your telephone number or e-mail address. The following box will appear:
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You may make changes to your contact information and click the “Save
Changes” button; or you may click “Cancel” to return to the “Manage your
user account” screen.
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Help

When you click on this option, you will see the following list of resources that you
may access to help you be effective in using the MDB:

•

User’s Guide
The complete User’s Guide is available on-line. The Table of Contents of
this on-line version of the User’s Guide consists of links that take you
directly to the topics listed.

•

List of Terms and Acronyms
This is an alphabetical list of terms and acronyms used in the USAID MDB
and in the User Guide.

Search

This function of the MDB enables you to locate data that has been entered by
your CA according to the “search” criteria included in the following box:
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We will briefly examine each search criteria here:
•

Products
A list of the products about which your agency has entered data will
appear automatically in this window. You may:
o Select one product from the list by clicking on it.
o Select two or more consecutive products by holding your
keyboard’s “Shift” key while you click on each product.
o Select two or more products that are not necessarily consecutive by
holding your keyboard’s “Ctrl” key while you click on each product.

•

Performance Period
The fiscal year periods for which data has been entered and is available
will appear in this drop-down menu. You may:
o Select one fiscal year from the list by clicking on it.
o Select two or more consecutive fiscal years by holding your
keyboard’s “Shift” key while you click on each fiscal year.
o Select two or more fiscal years that are not necessarily consecutive
by holding your keyboard’s “Ctrl” key while you click on each fiscal
year.

•

Country
You may select one or more countries as search criteria from the dropdown box. You have the options of “Add Country” and “Remove Country,”
as described here:
Add Country
To add a location to your “Selected Countries” list:
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries list” box (to the left).
Step 2: Click on the “Add Country” button (in the middle). The location
you have selected will appear in the “Countries selected” box (to
the right).
NOTE: You may select as many locations as you need. To select
additional locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.
Remove Country
To remove a location from your “Countries selected” list
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
Step 2: Click on the “Remove Country” button (in the middle). The
location you have selected will disappear in the “Countries
selected” box (to the right).
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NOTE: You may remove as many locations as you need. To remove
additional locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.
•

Focus Area
You may also select one or more focus areas as search criteria. You
may:
o Select one focus area from the list by clicking on it.
o Select two or more consecutive focus areas by holding your
keyboard’s “Shift” key while you click on each fiscal year.
o Select two or more focus areas that are not necessarily consecutive
by holding your keyboard’s “Ctrl” key while you click on each focus
area.

•

Search Text
You may type a word or phrase as search criteria in the box provided.

•

Search
Once you have selected your search criteria, click on this button to get
your results.

•

Refresh
Click on this button if you wish to make changes to your search.

Log Out
When you click on this button of the Menu Bar, you will be logged off the USAID
MDB.

Database “Buttons” and “Reminders”
Save and Continue
Data you type or paste into the MDB screens is saved whenever you click on the “Save
and Continue” button. If you are working where the Internet connection or power to your
computer is frequently interrupted, you should save your work frequently by clicking the
Save and continue button.
NOTE: Your data is NOT saved if you use your browser’s “Back” button to leave a
screen.

Add Another
Some screens require that you “Add another” – that is, add an additional location,
partner, or product. When you click on the “Add another” button, you will be returned to
the top of the screen, where you may enter the data required.
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Back
If you use your browser’s “Back” key to go back to a previous screen, the MDB will NOT
save your changes. (Always be sure to click the “Save and Continue” button to save
your changes.)

Skip For Now
The “Skip for Now” button (pictured below) appears on all but three of the MDB screens.
The “Skip for Now” button offers you the option to enter data into these screens at a
later time. (This allows you, for example, to gather additional data as needed and to
return at a future time to enter that data.)

The three screens that must be filled in (there is no “Skip for Now” button) are:
1. Entry Page
2. General Information (part 1 of 4)
3. General Information (part 4 of 4)
* (Required data)
Throughout the MDB, there are many fields that MUST be filled in before the database
will allow you to submit an activity entry as “completed.” Each of these fields is marked
with a red asterisk (*). For example:

Help
“Help” links to definitions and explanations have been inserted throughout the MDB to
assist you. Click on a link (a word or phrase that appears underlined and in color is a
link) and a definition will appear. Click on the “i” icon (
an explanation will appear.

) next to a word or phrase and

Session Expiration Warning
As a security feature, the MDB automatically attempts to log off users after 30 minutes
of inactivity. If you have not interacted with MDB for 27 minutes, the Session Expiration
Warning dialog appears.
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To remain logged in, click the Continue button. If you do not click the Continue button,
the database logs you out and returns you to the login page. Any of your unsaved
changes will be lost. You must enter your user name and password to return to the
database.
Navigate with the Review Page
Once you have established or “added” an activity to the MDB, you will be able to access
that activity by using the “Review” page as a navigation tool. You can access the
“Review” page in a number of ways. For example:

• When you choose to modify the data of an existing record, add new data to an
existing record, or view an existing record, you will be sent automatically to the
Review page.
• When you click on the “Go to Review Page” link (included at the top of most MDB
screens), you will be sent automatically to the Review page.

• When you click on the “Save and Go to Review Page” button, which you will find
at the bottom of many MDB screens while you are adding an new activity to the
database, you will be sent automatically to the Review page.

Once you reach the Review page, you will see that each data field that has already
been entered is listed there, and for each data field, you have two choices: you may
“Edit” or “Delete.”
Edit
When you click on the “Edit” link, the screen for the data field you have chosen
will appear on your computer screen and you may make changes. Upon
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completing the changes, click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the
screen to return to the Review page.

Delete
When you click on “Delete,” you will be asked to confirm that you wish to delete
the data entered in that field. If you click YES, the data will be erased. If you
click NO, you will be returned to the Review screen.
NOTE: When you are using the Review screen as a navigation tool to go to
individual screens, each time you save your work, you will automatically be sent
back to the Review page.
NOTE: It is important to note that the MDB does not support underlined,
italicized, or bolded text, bullets, boxes, images, or similar formatting. If you paste
text with these attributes into the MDB, only the text itself will be accepted. The
formatting will be lost. Bullets may be converted to periods or lost. Images and
boxes will usually be ignored.
The MDB also does not check the spelling of your text.
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Select a Functionality
The Entry Page
Each time you enter the MDB you will need to select the performance period for which
you are entering or viewing data and the functionality that you will use to do so. The
entry page will look like this:

You will need to make 2 selections in order to proceed. You must select the
“performance period” for which you will be entering data (e.g., FY 05, FY 06, FY 07,
etc.) and the “functionality” that you will use to enter the data (e.g., add, modify, add, or
view).
Select a Performance Period
You will need to specify the performance period for which you are entering data. Click
on the “drop-down” menu (shown below) and select from the list provided.
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Select a Functionality
You will need to select the functionality you will use to enter the MDB each time that you
enter. The four choices (as shown above) are “Add a new activity.” “Modify or edit
information for an existing activity,” “Add information for a new performance period to an
existing activity,” and “View an activity.”
Add a new activity
The “Add” functionality allows you to enter new data about an activity into the Database.
Modify information for an existing activity
The “Modify/Edit” functionality allows you to make changes to data that have previously
been entered about an activity into the Database.
Add information for a new performance period to an existing activity The “Add
information” functionality allows you to enter data about a new performance period (e.g.,
FY04, FY05, FY06, etc.) to an activity already in the Database. For example, you may
add FY07 data to an activity that began in FY05 and continued in FY06.
View an activity The “View” functionality allows you to examine what has been entered
into the Database about an activity. NOTE: you cannot make changes to the data when
you are using this functionality.
NOTE: You will need to click on Continue to proceed to the next screen.

NOTE: In the following section, we will examine how to enter data into a new record in
the database. In subsequent sections, we will examine how engaging with the
database through the other functionalities differs.
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CHAPTER TWO: ADD A NEW ACTIVITY
General Information
GENERAL INFORMATION (page 1 of 4)
You will need to enter information about the activity on this screen. We will
examine each field separately.
NOTE: An asterisk (*) indicates that a field is required. You will be able to
continue data entry without filling in this field; however, the activity entry will not
be able to be submitted to USAID for review until all fields marked with an
asterisk have been filled.

System Activity Number
Every activity has a unique number assigned to it by the database. The user
does not have to remember this number. When a user logs into the MDB, the
unique number will automatically appear.
CA’s Activity Identifier
Every CA may choose to have an Activity Identifier number that it has selected
for that activity. The Activity Identifier number should remain the same
throughout the life of the project.
Name of contract/agreement
When a CA logs into the MDB, a list of the CA’s contacts/agreements with
USAID will be generated by the database. Click on the drop-down box to view a
list of CA contracts/agreements. Click on the name of the contract/agreement for
which you wish to add, modify/edit, or view data.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Are there previous activities associated with this activity?
A list of one or more activities that are or have been associated with this activity
will be generated by the database automatically and will appear when you click
on this drop-down box. These may include activities that preceded the current
activity or others that are running concurrently. Click on the activity or activities
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that are associated with the current activity for which you are adding, editing, or
viewing data.
NOTE: If you wish to select more than one activity, hold down the “control” (Ctrl)
button on your keyboard while you click on each activity.
NOTE: To make changes to your selection in this field, click on the “CLEAR
SELECTED VALUES” button. Your selection(s) will be cleared, and you will be
able to make other choices.
Are you collaborating with another USAID funded CA?
Click on yes or no, as appropriate.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you select “yes,” a box will appear in which you must select the name of the CA
with whom you are collaborating.

Select the name of the other CA by clicking on it.

You will need to enter the following data about the CA contact person for the
activity here:
Name
Enter the first and last names of the CA contact person.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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E-mail Address
Enter that individual’s e-mail address.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Phone Number
Enter that individual’s telephone number.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Lead Investigator
Enter the name of the Lead Investigator for the activity, if different from contact
person given above.
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GENERAL INFORMATION (page 2 of 4)
Other Implementing Partners/Subcontractors

You will need to enter data about other implementing partners or subcontractors
for the activity here.
Name
Enter the name of the implementing partner or subcontractor for the activity here.
Type
Click on the “drop-down” box to reveal a list of possible types of partners. Select
the type that best describes the partner by clicking on it. If none of the types
listed adequately represents the type of partner/subcontractor you have named,
select “Other” by clicking on it.
If you selected other, please describe
If the type of partner named does not appear in the drop-down list and you have
selected “Other,” briefly describe the type of partner named.
Country
Click on the drop-down list to reveal a list of countries where the
partner/subcontractor works with you on this activity. Select the country (-ies)
where the partner/subcontractor works with you on this activity.
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City/town
Name the city or town where this partner/subcontractor works with you in this
activity.
NOTE: If you have more than one partner or subcontractor for this activity, you
will need to enter data for each partner or subcontractor separately. Click on the
“Add Another Partner/Subcontractor” button. The name of the partner(s) that you
have already entered will appear, and you will be able to enter information about
another partner.

Data Entry Person

You will need to enter the name, e-mail address, and phone number of the data
entry person in this box.
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Name
Enter the first and last names of the data entry person, if different from the
contact person given above.
E-mail Address
Enter that individual’s e-mail address.
Phone Number
Enter that individual’s telephone number.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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GENERAL INFORMATION (page 3 of 4)
You will need to enter details about the activity on this screen. We will examine
each field separately.
Activity Status

Click on the drop-down box to reveal the following list of possible activity
statuses:
 Planned/Under Review
 Ongoing
 Completed
 Cancelled
Select (by clicking on it) the adjective that best represents the current status of
the activity for which you are entering, modifying/editing, or viewing data.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Title

A list of activity titles associated with the CA Activity Identifier that was entered in
the previous screen will appear automatically in this box. Select (by clicking on
it) the title of the activity for which you are entering, modifying, or viewing data.
As you will see, an automatic “character count” has been provided for your
convenience. The number in red will reflect how many characters may be
entered into the box. As you type in new text or delete text that is already there,
the number in red will change accordingly. The maximum number of characters
that may be entered in this box is 200.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Objective

You will need to state the objective(s) of the activity in this box.
As you will see, an automatic “character count” has been provided for your
convenience. The maximum number of characters that may be entered in this
box is 4000. As you type in new text or delete text that is already there, the
number in red will change accordingly.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Description

You will need to provide a brief description of the activity.
As you will see, an automatic “character count” has been provided for your
convenience. The maximum number of characters that may be entered in this
box is 4000. As you type in new text or delete text that is already there, the
number in red will change accordingly.
NOTE: This is a required field.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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GENERAL INFORMATION (page 4 of 4)
Primary Focus Area of the Activity

A list of possible focus areas appears in this box. Click on the one that is the
primary focus area of your activity.
If you select “Clinical Trials,” you must also click on the accompanying drop-down
box to reveal a list of possible clinical trial phases. Select your clinical trial phase
in the list by clicking on it.
If you have selected “Other Areas,” briefly describe the primary focus area of
your activity in the text box provided. As you will see, an automatic “character
count” has been provided for your convenience. The number in red will reflect
how many characters may be entered into the box. As you type in new text or
delete text that is already there, the number in red will change accordingly. The
maximum number of characters that may be entered in this box is 200.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Secondary Focus Area(s) of the Activity (if applicable):

A list of possible secondary focus areas appears in this box. If your activity has
one or more secondary focus areas, select it (them) by clicking on it (them).
If you select “Clinical Trials,” you must also click on the accompanying drop-down
box to reveal a list of possible clinical trial phases. Select your clinical trial phase
by clicking on it in the list.
NOTE: You may select as many secondary focus areas as you need.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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Funding Information
FUNDING INFORMATION (page 1 of 4)
You will need to enter details about the LOP funding in this screen. We will
examine each of the three fields in this box separately.
Estimated Life of Project (LOP) Obligations (USAID Only):

Enter here the estimated LOP obligations from USAID in US dollars.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Start Date
You have the following two choices about how to enter the start date: You may
either write in the date on which the activity is supposed to begin, using the
following format: mm/dd/yyyy

Or you may click on the “Select date” link, which will cause a calendar like the
following to appear.
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Select a beginning date by first selecting the correct year and month in which the
project is scheduled to begin, and then by clicking on the appropriate date on the
calendar page selected.
NOTE: This is a required field.

End Date
You have the same following two choices about how to enter the end date:
You may either write in the date on which the activity is scheduled to end, using
the following format: mm/dd/yyyy

Or you may click on the “Select date” link, which will cause a calendar like the
following to appear.

Select an end date by first selecting the correct year and month in which the
project is scheduled to end, and then by clicking on the appropriate date on the
calendar page selected.
NOTE: This is a required field.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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FUNDING INFORMATION (page 2 of 4)
You will need to enter additional details about the funding of your activity in this
screen. We will examine each of the boxes separately.
USAID Fiscal Year Annual Obligation(s)

You will need to enter information about your USAID fiscal year annual
obligations here. We will examine each of the fields in this box separately.

When you click on the drop-down box under “USAID Funding Source,” the
following list of funding sources will appear:
- Select a Funding Source USAID/HIV Funds
USAID/POP Funds
USAID/Other Funds

Select a Funding Source
Select the USAID source of funding for the activity by clicking on the appropriate
funding source.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Funding Source Fiscal Year (include pipeline transfers)

When you click on the drop-down box under “Funding Source Fiscal Year,” a list
of possible fiscal years will appear:
- Select 2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Select the funding source fiscal year for the activity by clicking on the appropriate
year.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Obligation for this Activity ($)*

You will need to type in the amount of funds obligated for this activity for the
selected fiscal year and from the selected funding source.
NOTE: This is a required field.

Total Annual Funding for this Activity
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When you click on the “Show Subtotal Funding” button, the database program
will automatically calculate the total amount of funds that you have entered so far
as your USAID Fiscal Year Obligations.
Add Another USAID Funding Source/Fiscal Year

If this activity receives funding from an additional USAID Funding Source, click
on this button. You will then be able to enter information about another USAID
funding source and/or fiscal year.
NOTE: As explained in the note that appears on-screen between the “USAID
Fiscal Year Annual Obligation(s)” box and the “Primary Focus Area of the
Activity” box, the estimated total annual obligation of the following primary and
secondary focus area(s) will add up to the total current fiscal year obligations
which appear above).
Primary Focus Area of the Activity

You will need to enter details about the funding of the primary focus area of your
activity in this box. We will examine each part of the box separately.
Primary Focus Area
The primary focus area that you selected previously will automatically appear
here.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Estimated Total Annual Obligations ($)
Enter the estimated total annual amount of funds obligated to the primary focus
area listed.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Secondary Focus Area of the Activity (if applicable)

If you previously selected one or more secondary focus areas, they will
automatically appear here.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have previously selected one or more
secondary focus areas.

Click on the “Show subtotal obligations” button to reveal the total amount of
obligations that you have entered for the primary and secondary focus areas of
your activity.
NOTE: This total must equal the "Total Annual Funding for this Activity", which
appears in the first box of this screen, above. If it does not, when you click on
the “Save and Continue” button at the bottom of the screen, the following
message will appear: “The totals do not match!” You will not be able to advance
to the next screen until the totals match.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
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screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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FUNDING INFORMATION (page 3 of 4)
You are asked to enter additional details about the breakdown of the funding of
your activity in this screen.
Estimated Funding Breakdown for the Primary Focus Area

In this box, you are asked to estimate the amount of funds obligated to each of
the following three kinds of activities within your primary focus area:
Infrastructure, Human Capacity Building, and Other Supportive Activities. We will
examine each field in this box separately.
NOTE: If your primary focus area is “Social Science Research & Other Related
Activities,” you should leave blank the box for “Infrastructure.”
Primary Focus Area
The primary focus area that you selected previously will automatically appear
here.
Infrastructure ($)
You are asked to enter the estimated amount of funds obligated to
“Infrastructure” in this field (unless your primary focus area is “Social Science
Research & Other Related Activities,” which does not encompass infrastructure
development).
Human Capacity Building ($)
You are asked to enter the estimated amount of funds obligated to “Human
Capacity Building” in this field.
Other Supportive Activities ($)
You are asked to enter the estimated amount of funds obligated to “Other
Supportive Activities” in this field.

Estimated Funding Breakdown for the Secondary Focus Area (if applicable)
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In this box, you are asked to estimate the amount of funds obligated to each of
the following three kinds of activities within your secondary focus area:
Infrastructure, Human Capacity Building, and Other Supportive Activities. We will
examine each field in this box separately.
NOTE: If your secondary focus area is “Social Science Research & Other
Related Activities,” you should leave blank the box for “Infrastructure.”
Secondary Focus Area
The secondary focus area(s) that you selected previously will automatically
appear here.
Infrastructure ($)
You are asked to enter the estimated amount of funds obligated to
“Infrastructure” in this field (unless your primary focus area is “Social Science
Research & Other Related Activities,” which does not encompass infrastructure
development).
Human Capacity Building ($)
You are asked to enter the estimated amount of funds obligated to “Human
Capacity Building” in this field.
Other Supportive Activities ($)
You are asked to enter the estimated amount of funds obligated to “Other
Supportive Activities” in this field.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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FUNDING INFORMATION (page 4 of 4)
You are asked to enter information about other sources of funding for your
activity in this screen.
Other Funding Source(s) Supporting this Activity During this Period

If you have one or more additional sources of funding for your activity, in this box
you are asked to name each source and the amount of funding that it is
providing. You may add as many sources as required.
Other Funding Source
If you have an additional funding source for this activity, you are asked to name
that funding source here.
Total Annual Obligations ($)
If you have another funding source for this activity, you are asked to enter the
amount here.

If this activity receives funding from an additional funding source, click on this
button. You will then be able to enter information about the other funding source.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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Product Information
PRODUCT INFORMATION (page 1 of 2)
You will enter information about the agent and/active pharmaceutical ingredient
for your activity in this screen.
Agent/Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient-Related

You must answer the question that appears in this box: “Is the Activity Related to
an Agent/Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient?”
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you click on “no,” you will then be able to click on the “Save and Continue”
button to proceed to the next screen.
If you click on “yes,” the text box will expand as shown here:

You will need to select the statement that best describes your activity. Click on
the statement to select it.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
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Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION (page 2 of 2)
You are asked to enter information about the product with which your activity is
working in this screen.
NOTE: The selection you made on the previous screen to “describe the
product(s) of the activity” will determine the appearance of the first two sections
of this Product Information screen. The remaining sections of this Product
Information screen will be identical in all four screens.
 One Product with One or More Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients
If you selected “One Product with One or More Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredients,” the first box of the screen will allow you to select the name of the
product from a drop-down list or to enter the name of a product that does not
appear on the list.

The second box will allow you to name the CA Code of Compound (optional) and
name up to three Active Pharmaceutical Products.
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Mechanisms of Action

You are asked to identify the mechanisms of action of your product in this box.
You may select as many mechanisms as are applicable.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you select “Other,” the following statement and accompanying text box will
appear:

Write the name of the other mechanism of action in the text box.

You are asked to identify the mode(s) of delivery of your product in this box. You
may select as many modes as are applicable.
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Product Tested for Activity Against Targets (with USAID Support)

In this box, you are asked to identify the targets against which your product has
been tested with funding support from USAID, as well as the results that have
been obtained.
Each time you click on a target (e.g., “HIV- cell-associated”) to select it, a
“Results” drop-down box will appear. The box will contain a list of possible
results of the testing. For example:
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Select the results that have been achieved by clicking on them. For example:

NOTE: Some targets will have three possible kinds of results: In Vitro, Ex Vivo,
and In Vivo. Other targets will have only two possible kinds of results: In Vitro
and In Vivo.
Product Tested for Contraceptive Activity (with USAID Support)

In this box, you are asked to identify whether your product has been tested for
contraceptive activity with funding support from USAID, and if it has, what the
results have been.
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If you click on “Contraceptive” to select it, a “Results” drop-down box will appear.

Select the results that have been achieved by clicking on them (as shown in the
example above).

When you have finished entering the data for this page, click on “Save and
continue” to proceed to the next screen. (You do not have the option to click on
“Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the Review page.)
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 Existing Product with Additional Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients
If you selected “Existing product with Additional Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredients,” the first box of the screen will allow you to select the name of the
product from a drop-down list or to enter the name of a product that does not
appear on the list.

The second box will allow you to:
Name the CA Code of Compound (optional) and name up to three Active
Pharmaceutical Products
Name up to three additional Active Pharmaceutical Products
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Mechanisms of Action

You are asked to identify the mechanisms of action of your product in this box.
You may select as many mechanisms as are applicable.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you select “Other,” the following statement and accompanying text box will
appear:

Write the name of the other mechanism of action in the text box.

You are asked to identify the mode(s) of delivery of your product in this box. You
may select as many modes as are applicable.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Product Tested for Activity Against Targets (with USAID Support)

In this box, you are asked to identify the targets against which your product has
been tested with funding support from USAID, as well as the results that have
been obtained.
Each time you click on a target (e.g., “HIV- cell-associated”) to select it, a
“Results” drop-down box will appear. The box will contain a list of possible
results of the testing. For example:
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Select the results that have been achieved by clicking on them. For example:

NOTE: Some targets will have three possible kinds of results: In Vitro, Ex Vivo,
and In Vivo. Other targets will have only two possible kinds of results: In Vitro
and In Vivo.
Product Tested for Contraceptive Activity (with USAID Support)

In this box, you are asked to identify whether your product has been tested for
contraceptive activity with funding support from USAID, and if it has, what the
results have been.
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If you click on “Contraceptive” to select it, a “Results” drop-down box will appear.

Select the results that have been achieved by clicking on them (as shown in the
example above).

When you have finished entering the data for this page, click on “Save and
continue” to proceed to the next screen. (You do not have the option to click on
“Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the Review page.)
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 Comparison Between Two or More Existing Products in the Study or
Activity
If you selected “Comparison Between Two or More Existing Products in the
Study or Activity,” the first box of this screen will allow you to select the name of a
product from the list that appears automatically or to name a product that does
not appear on the list.

The second box will allow you to name the CA Code of Compound (optional) and
name up to three Active Pharmaceutical Products.

NOTE: To enter the name(s) of the other product(s) of this study or activity, you
will need to click on the “Add Another Product” button at the bottom of the page.
Mechanisms of Action

You are asked to identify the mechanisms of action of your product in this box.
You may select as many mechanisms as are applicable.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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If you select “Other,” the following statement and accompanying text box will
appear:

Write the name of the other mechanism of action in the text box.

You are asked to identify the mode(s) of delivery of your product in this box. You
may select as many modes as are applicable.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Product Tested for Activity Against Targets (with USAID Support)

In this box, you are asked to identify the targets against which your product has
been tested with funding support from USAID, as well as the results that have
been obtained.
Each time you click on a target (e.g., “HIV- cell-associated”) to select it, a
“Results” drop-down box will appear. The box will contain a list of possible
results of the testing. For example:
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Select the results that have been achieved by clicking on them. For example:

NOTE: Some targets will have three possible kinds of results: In Vitro, Ex Vivo,
and In Vivo. Other targets will have only two possible kinds of results: In Vitro
and In Vivo.
Product Tested for Contraceptive Activity (with USAID Support)

In this box, you are asked to identify whether your product has been tested for
contraceptive activity with funding support from USAID, and if it has, what the
results have been.
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If you click on “Contraceptive” to select it, a “Results” drop-down box will appear.

Select the results that have been achieved by clicking on them.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, click on “Save and
continue” to proceed to the next screen. (You do not have the option to click on
“Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the Review page.)
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 Two or More Existing Products Combined
If you selected “Two or More Existing Products Combined,” the first box of this
screen will allow you to select two or more products from the list that appears
automatically or to name one product that does not appear on the list.
NOTE: This is a required field.

NOTE: Select one product by clicking on it. Then hold down the CONTROL
(Ctrl) key on your keyboard while you click on the name of the additional
product(s) that are in the combination.
The second box will allow you to name the CA Code of Compound (optional) and
name up to three Active Pharmaceutical Products
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Mechanisms of Action

You are asked to identify the mechanisms of action of your product in this box.
You may select as many mechanisms as are applicable.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you select “Other,” the following statement and accompanying text box will
appear:

Write the name of the other mechanism of action in the text box.

You are asked to identify the mode(s) of delivery of your product in this box. You
may select as many modes as are applicable.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Product Tested for Activity Against Targets (with USAID Support)

In this box, you are asked to identify the targets against which your product has
been tested with funding support from USAID, as well as the results that have
been obtained.
Each time you click on a target (e.g., “HIV- cell-associated”) to select it, a
“Results” drop-down box will appear. The box will contain a list of possible
results of the testing. For example:
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Select the results that have been achieved by clicking on them. For example:

NOTE: Some targets will have three possible kinds of results: In Vitro, Ex Vivo,
and In Vivo. Other targets will have only two possible kinds of results: In Vitro
and In Vivo.
Product Tested for Contraceptive Activity (with USAID Support)

In this box, you are asked to identify whether your product has been tested for
contraceptive activity with funding support from USAID, and if it has, what the
results have been.
If you click on “Contraceptive” to select it, a “Results” drop-down box will appear.
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Select the results that have been achieved by clicking on them (as shown in the
example above).

When you have finished entering the data for this page, click on “Save and
continue” to proceed to the next screen. (You do not have the option to click on
“Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the Review page.)
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Progress Report
You must report on the progress of your activity in this screen.

Summary of Progress to Date
Write a description of the progress of your activity in this box.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Upload Related File
You may upload a file that describes your progress by clicking on “Browse” and
selecting the file that you wish to upload.
NOTE: The file must be in the following format: Text, RTF, Word or PDF.
NOTE: You may upload only one related file. If you attempt to upload a second
file, the following note will appear: “You have uploaded the file (“Name of file”)
with this progress report. If you upload a file again, the new file will overwrite the
old one.”

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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Focus Area – Primary or Secondary
In an earlier screen, you will have selected your primary focus area, and perhaps
one or more secondary focus areas.
NOTE: This section of the User Guide will describe and show examples of all five
focus areas, without regard to whether they are primary or secondary.
The five focus areas are:
 Preclinical Activities
 Formulation and Delivery
 Clinical Trials
 Social Science Research & Other Related Activities
 Other Areas
You will now enter information about your focus area(s). The information that is
requested of you in the following screens will vary according to the focus area(s)
that you have selected. We will examine each of the focus areas here.
NOTE: The “Primary Focus Area” or “Secondary Focus Area” and the fiscal year
that you selected earlier will automatically appear in the title of the following
screens. (For example, if the primary focus area is Clinical Trials, and the fiscal
year FY04, the title of this screen will be “Primary Focus Area – Clinical Trials”
and “FY04” will appear below that title.
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Preclinical Activities
_______ FOCUS AREA - PRECLINICAL ACTIVITIES
FY__
Location(s)

In this box, select the location or locations where your activity takes place.
Add Country
To add a location to your “Countries selected” list:
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries list” box (to the left).
Step 2: Click on the “Add Country” button (in the middle). The location you have
selected will appear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may select as many locations as you need. To select additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.
Remove Country
To remove a location from your “Countries selected” list
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
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Step 2: Click on the “Remove Country” button (in the middle). The location you
have selected will disappear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may remove as many locations as you need. To remove additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA - PRECLINICAL ACTIVITIES (continued)
FY__

Type
In this box, select the type of preclinical activity of your project from the list of four
possible types by clicking on it.
NOTE: This is a required field.

When you click on one type of preclinical activity, additional text will appear,
asking you for more details about the activity. We will examine the additional text
of each of the types here.
Screening
When you click on “Screening,” the additional text shown in the box below will
appear:
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If the project has screened one or more agents, type in the number of agents
screened in the box labeled “Number of agents screened.” If the project has not
screened any agents, click in the “N/A” box.
NOTE: This is a required field.
You have the option of typing more information in the “Additional Information
(Optional)” box.
Testing & Characterization
When you click on “Testing & Characterization,” the additional text shown in the
box below will appear:

Write a description of the testing and characterization in the “Description” box.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Model Development
When you click on “Model Development,” the additional text shown in the box
below will appear:
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Write a description of the model development in the “Description” box.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Other
When you click on “Other,” the additional text shown in the box below will appear:

Write a description of the type of preclinical activity in the “Other” box.
NOTE: This is a required field.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA - PRECLINICAL ACTIVITIES (continued)
FY__
Supportive Activities

Select a Country
The country or countries that you named earlier as locations where your primary
focus area activities are carried out will appear automatically when you click on
this drop-down box. Click on the name of a country in the list and enter data
about that country’s activities in the boxes below. (You will be able to enter data
about additional countries if you click on the “Add another country” button, which
will appear at the bottom of the screen.)
Policy Work
Enter information about policy work here. (NOTE: You may enter up to 4000
characters in this text box. As you type information in the box, you will see that
the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know continuously how
many additional characters you may enter.)
US-FDA Related Regulatory Work
Enter information about US-FDA-related regulatory work here. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
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IND
Check this box if IND (Investigational New Drug) is a supportive activity.
IDE
Check this box if IDE (Investigational Device Exemption) is a supportive activity.
NDA
Check this box if NDA (New Drug Application) is a supportive activity.
PMA
Check this box if PMA (Pre-Market Approval) is a supportive activity.

Host Country Regulatory Work
Enter information about host country regulatory work here. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
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Manufacturing of Products for Clinical Trials
Enter information about product manufacturing for clinical trials here. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
Scale-up of Production, Packaging and Distribution
Enter information about scale-up of production, packaging, and distribution here.
(NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.)
Other
Enter information about other work done in supportive activities here. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)

Click on the “Add another country” button (below) if you would like to enter data
about supportive activities carried out in another country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA - PRECLINICAL ACTIVITIES (continued)
FY__
Infrastructure
In this box, enter data about the status to date of capacity building activities
related to infrastructure in your primary focus area. We will examine each field
separately.

Select a country
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your primary focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically when you click on this dropdown box. Click on the name of a country in the list. (You will be able to enter
data about additional countries if you click on the “Add another country” button at
the bottom of the screen.)
NOTE: This is a required field.
Type
Click on the drop-down box to reveal the following list of possible types of
infrastructure:
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Click on the applicable type of infrastructure.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Name of Lab/Site
Type in the name of the lab/site.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Status
Click on one of the two possible statuses – “New” or “Existing.”
NOTE: This is a required field.
Address of Lab/Site
Type in the address of the lab/site.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
Description of Capacity Built
Type in the description of capacity built in this box.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
NOTE: This is a required field.

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about capacity building carried
out in an additional country.
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When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA - PRECLINICAL ACTIVITIES (continued)
FY__
Human Capacity Building
In this box, enter data about the status to date of human capacity building
activities in your primary focus area. We will examine each field separately.

Select a country
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically in this box. Click on the name
of a country in the list.
In the example below, the two countries that have been named are Haiti and
Romania, and Haiti has been selected.
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(You will be able to enter data about additional countries if you click on the “Add
another country” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Title of Program
Type in the title of the program.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Type of Program
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of human capacity
building programs.
The following list of possible types of human capacity building programs will
appear:

Click on the applicable type of capacity building.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Type of Program” box, describe the type of
program here.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Type of
Program” box.
Target Audience
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of target audiences.
The following list of possible types of target audiences will appear:
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Click on the applicable target audience.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Target Audience” box, you are asked to describe
the target audience in the box provided.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Target
Audience” box.
Number of Participants
Type in the number of participants in the capacity building activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Location of Program
Type in the location of the capacity building program.
Estimated Duration
To enter the estimated duration of the capacity building program, you will need to
enter the appropriate number in the first box, and then click on the drop-down
box to reveal a list of possible “units” of time – that is, hours, days, weeks, etc.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Contact Name of the Organizer
Type in the name of the organizer.
Contact E-Mail Address
Type in the e-mail address of the organizer.
Contact Phone Number
Type in the telephone number of the organizer.

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.
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When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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Formulation and Delivery
_______ FOCUS AREA – FORMULATION AND DELIVERY
FY__
NOTE: The “Primary Focus Area” or “Secondary Focus Area” and the fiscal year
that you selected earlier will automatically appear in the title of this screen. (For
example, if you indicated that your primary focus area is Clinical Trials, and the
fiscal year is FY04, the title of this screen will be “Primary Focus Area – Clinical
Trials” and “FY04” will appear below that title.
Location(s)

In this box, select the location or locations where your activity takes place.
Add Country
To add a location to your “Countries selected” list:
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries list” box (to the left).
Step 2: Click on the “Add Country” button (in the middle). The location you have
selected will appear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may select as many locations as you need. To select additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.
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Remove Country
To remove a location from your “Countries selected” list
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
Step 2: Click on the “Remove Country” button (in the middle). The location you
have selected will disappear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may remove as many locations as you need. To remove additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA - FORMULATION AND DELIVERY (continued)
FY__

Activity Details
You will enter information about Formulation and Modes of Delivery in this
screen.

Number of formulations tested clinically for this product/API
Enter the number of formulations that your project has tested clinically for this
product/API in this box.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Additional information (optional)
You have the option of entering additional information about one or more of the
formulations in this box.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
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Number of delivery modes designed
Enter the number of delivery modes that your project has designed in this box.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Number of delivery modes tested clinically
Enter the number of delivery modes that your project has tested clinically in this
box.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Additional information (optional)
You have the option of entering additional information about one or more of the
modes of delivery in this box.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA - FORMULATION AND DELIVERY (continued)
FY__
Supportive Activities

Select a Country
The country or countries that you named earlier as locations where your primary
focus area activities are carried out will appear automatically when you click on
this drop-down box. Click on the name of a country in the list and enter data
about that country’s activities in the boxes below. (You will be able to enter data
about additional countries if you click on the “Add another country” button, which
will appear at the bottom of the screen.)
Policy Work
Enter information about policy work here.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
US-FDA Related Regulatory Work
Enter information about US-FDA-related regulatory work here.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
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down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
IND
Check this box if IND (Investigational New Drug) is a supportive activity.
IDE
Check this box if IDE (Investigational Device Exemption) is a supportive activity.
NDA
Check this box if NDA (New Drug Application) is a supportive activity.
PMA
Check this box if PMA (Pre-Market Approval) is a supportive activity.
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Supportive Activities (continued)

Host Country Regulatory Work
Enter information about host country regulatory work here.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
Manufacturing of Products for Clinical Trials
Enter information about product manufacturing for clinical trials here.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
Scale-up of Production, Packaging and Distribution
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Enter information about scale-up of production, packaging, and distribution here.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
Other
Enter information about other work done in supportive activities here.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA - FORMULATION AND DELIVERY (continued)
FY__

We will examine each field separately.
Select a country
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your primary focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically when you click on this dropdown box. Click on the name of a country in the list. (You will be able to enter
data about additional countries if you click on the “Add another country” button at
the bottom of the screen.)
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Type
Click on the drop-down box to reveal the following list of possible types of
infrastructure:

Click on the applicable type of infrastructure.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Name of Lab/Site
Type in the name of the lab/site.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Status
Click on one of the two possible statuses – “New” or “Existing.”
NOTE: This is a required field.
Address of Lab/Site
Type in the address of the lab/site.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
Description of Capacity Built
Type in the description of capacity built in this box.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
NOTE: This is a required field.

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about capacity building carried
out in an additional country.
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When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA - FORMULATION AND DELIVERY (continued)
FY__
Human Capacity Building
In this box, enter data about the status to date of human capacity building
activities in your primary focus area. We will examine each field separately.

Select Country(-ies)
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically in this box. Click on the name
of a country in the list.
In the example below, the two countries that have been named are Haiti and
Romania, and Haiti has been selected.
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(You will be able to enter data about additional countries if you click on the “Add
another country” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Title of Program
Type in the title of the program.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Type of Program
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of human capacity
building programs.
The following list of possible types of human capacity building programs will
appear:
-- Select -Conferences
Residential Training
Training of Trainers
Seminars
Workshops
Other

Click on the applicable type of capacity building.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Type of Program” box, describe the type of
program here.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Type of
Program” box.
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Target Audience
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of target audiences.
The following list of possible types of target audiences will appear:
-- Select -Community Advisory Boards (CAB)
Lab Technicians
Researchers
Site Staff
Other

Click on the applicable target audience.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Target Audience” box, you are asked to describe
the target audience in the box provided.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Target
Audience” box.
Number of Participants
Type in the number of participants in the capacity building activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Location of Program
Type in the location of the capacity building program.
Estimated Duration
To enter the estimated duration of the capacity building program, you will need to
enter the appropriate number in the first box, and then click on the drop-down
box to reveal a list of possible “units” of time – that is, hours, days, weeks, etc.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Contact Name of the Organizer
Type in the name of the organizer.
Contact E-Mail Address
Type in the e-mail address of the organizer.
Contact Phone Number
Type in the telephone number of the organizer.
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Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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Clinical Trials
_______ FOCUS AREA – CLINICAL TRIALS
FY__
NOTE: The “Primary Focus Area” or “Secondary Focus Area” and the fiscal year
that you selected earlier will automatically appear in the title of this screen. (For
example, if you indicated that your primary focus area is Clinical Trials, and the
fiscal year is FY04, the title of this screen will be “Primary Focus Area – Clinical
Trials” and “FY04” will appear below that title.
Location(s)

In this box, select the location or locations where your activity takes place.
Add Country
To add a location to your “Countries selected” list:
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries list” box (to the left).
Step 2: Click on the “Add Country” button (in the middle). The location you have
selected will appear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may select as many locations as you need. To select additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.
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Remove Country
To remove a location from your “Countries selected” list
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
Step 2: Click on the “Remove Country” button (in the middle). The location you
have selected will disappear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may remove as many locations as you need. To remove additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – CLINICAL TRIALS (continued)
FY__
Clinical Trial Status to Date

Country
The name of the country you have entered will appear automatically here.
Timeline Highlights to Date
Enter highlights about the timeline of the activities to date.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Sites Planned for the Future
Enter the names of sites that will be initiated in the future.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Study Design
Enter data about the study design here.
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Clinical Trials Accruals
Number of Persons Screened to Date
Enter the total number of persons who have been screened so far in this activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Number of Persons HIV+ to Date
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Enter the total number of persons who have been found to be HIV+ so far in this
activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Number of Persons Enrolled to Date
Enter the total number of persons who have been enrolled so far in this activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Number of Seroconversions in Trial to Date
Enter the total number of persons who have seroconverted so far in this activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Number of Pregnancies to Date
Enter the total number of women who have become pregnant while enrolled in
this activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Compliance Issues
Enter information about compliance issues here.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Analysis Plan
Enter information about the analysis plan here.
NOTE: This is a required field.
DSMB Review Schedule
Enter information about the DSMB review schedule here.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Findings
Enter data about findings here.
NOTE: This is a required field.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – CLINICAL TRIALS
FY__
Supportive Activities

Select a Country
The country or countries that you named earlier as locations where your primary
focus area activities are carried out will appear automatically when you click on
this drop-down box. Click on the name of a country in the list and enter data
about that country’s activities in the boxes below. (You will be able to enter data
about additional countries if you click on the “Add another country” button, which
will appear at the bottom of the screen.)
Policy Work
Enter information about policy work here. (NOTE: You may enter up to 4000
characters in this text box. As you type information in the box, you will see that
the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know continuously how
many additional characters you may enter.)
US-FDA Related Regulatory Work
Enter information about US-FDA-related regulatory work here. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
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IND
Check this box if IND (Investigational New Drug) is a supportive activity.
IDE
Check this box if IDE (Investigational Device Exemption) is a supportive
activity.
NDA
Check this box if NDA (New Drug Application) is a supportive activity.
PMA
Check this box if PMA (Pre-Market Approval) is a supportive activity.
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Supportive Activities (continued)

Host Country Regulatory Work
Enter information about host country regulatory work here. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
Manufacturing of Products for Clinical Trials
Enter information about product manufacturing for clinical trials here. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
Scale-up of Production, Packaging and Distribution
Enter information about scale-up of production, packaging, and distribution here.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
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information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
Other
Enter information about other work done in supportive activities here. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – CLINICAL TRIALS
FY__
Infrastructure

We will examine each field separately.
Select a country
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your primary focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically when you click on this dropdown box. Click on the name of a country in the list. (You will be able to enter
data about additional countries if you click on the “Add another country” button at
the bottom of the screen.)
NOTE: This is a required field.
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Type
Click on the drop-down box to reveal the following list of possible types of
infrastructure:
-- Select -Preclinical Trial Site
Lab
Social Science Office

Click on the applicable type of infrastructure.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Name of Lab/Site
Type in the name of the lab/site.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Status
Click on one of the two possible statuses – “New” or “Existing.”
NOTE: This is a required field.
Address of Lab/Site
Type in the address of the lab/site. (NOTE: You may enter up to 4000
characters in this text box. As you type information in the box, you will see that
the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know continuously how
many additional characters you may enter.)
Description of Capacity Built
Type in the description of capacity built in the box provided. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
NOTE: This is a required field.

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about capacity building carried
out in an additional country.
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When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – CLINICAL TRIALS
FY__
Human Capacity Building

In this box, enter data about the status to date of human capacity building
activities in your primary focus area. We will examine each field separately.
Select Country(-ies)
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically in this box. Click on the name
of a country in the list.
In the example below, the two countries that have been named are Haiti and
Romania, and Haiti has been selected.
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(You will be able to enter data about additional countries if you click on the “Add
another country” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Title of Program
Type in the title of the program.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Type of Program
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of human capacity
building programs.
The following list of possible types of human capacity building programs will
appear:
-- Select -Conferences
Residential Training
Training of Trainers
Seminars
Workshops
Other

Click on the applicable type of capacity building.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Type of Program” box, describe the type of
program here.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Type of
Program” box.
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Target Audience
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of target audiences.
The following list of possible types of target audiences will appear:
-- Select -Community Advisory Boards (CAB)
Lab Technicians
Researchers
Site Staff
Other

Click on the applicable target audience.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Target Audience” box, you are asked to describe
the target audience in the box provided.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Target
Audience” box.
Number of Participants
Type in the number of participants in the capacity building activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Location of Program
Type in the location of the capacity building program.
Estimated Duration
To enter the estimated duration of the capacity building program, you will need to
enter the appropriate number in the first box, and then click on the drop-down
box to reveal a list of possible “units” of time – that is, hours, days, weeks, etc.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Contact Name of the Organizer
Type in the name of the organizer.
Contact E-Mail Address
Type in the e-mail address of the organizer.
Contact Phone Number
Type in the telephone number of the organizer.
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Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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Social Science Research & Other Related Activities
_______ FOCUS AREA – SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH & OTHER
RELATED ACTIVITIES
FY__
NOTE: The “Primary Focus Area” or “Secondary Focus Area” and the fiscal year
that you selected earlier will automatically appear in the title of this screen. (For
example, if you indicated that your primary focus area is Clinical Trials, and the
fiscal year is FY04, the title of this screen will be “Primary Focus Area – Clinical
Trials” and “FY04” will appear below that title.
Location(s)

In this box, select the location or locations where your activity takes place.
Add Country
To add a location to your “Countries selected” list:
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries list” box (to the left).
Step 2: Click on the “Add Country” button (in the middle). The location you have
selected will appear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
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NOTE: You may select as many locations as you need. To select additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.
Remove Country
To remove a location from your “Countries selected” list
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
Step 2: Click on the “Remove Country” button (in the middle). The location you
have selected will disappear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may remove as many locations as you need. To remove additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH & OTHER
RELATED ACTIVITIES (continued)
FY__

Click on the drop-down box to the right. The country or countries that you
entered in the previous screen will appear. Click on the country for which you
are entering data now.
NOTE: If a country has been selected, an entry must be made about at least 1 of
the following 5 fields.
Acceptability Studies

Enter information about acceptability studies that have been carried out. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
Stakeholder Sensitization

Enter information about stakeholder sensitization that has been carried out.
(NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.)
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Informed Consent Research

Enter information about informed consent research that has been carried out.
(NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.)
Education

Enter information about education that has been carried out. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
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Other

You may enter additional information about your focus area. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH & OTHER
RELATED ACTIVITIES (continued)
FY__
Supportive Activities

The country or countries that you named earlier as locations where your primary
or secondary focus area activities are carried out will appear automatically when
you click on this drop-down box. Click on the name of a country in the list and
enter data about that country’s activities in the boxes below. (You will be able to
enter data about additional countries if you click on the “Add another country”
button, which will appear at the bottom of the screen.)
Policy Work
Enter information about policy work here. (NOTE: You may enter up to 4000
characters in this text box. As you type information in the box, you will see that
the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know continuously how
many additional characters you may enter.)
US-FDA Related Regulatory Work
Enter information about US-FDA-related regulatory work here. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
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IND
Check this box if IND (Investigational New Drug) is a supportive activity.
IDE
Check this box if IDE (Investigational Device Exemption) is a supportive activity.
NDA
Check this box if NDA (New Drug Application) is a supportive activity.
PMA
Check this box if PMA (Pre-Market Approval) is a supportive activity.
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Supportive Activities (continued)

Host Country Regulatory Work
Enter information about host country regulatory work here. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
Manufacturing of Products for Clinical Trials
Enter information about product manufacturing for clinical trials here. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
Scale-up of Production, Packaging and Distribution
Enter information about scale-up of production, packaging, and distribution here.
(NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
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information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.)
Other
Enter information about other work done in supportive activities here. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH & OTHER
RELATED ACTIVITIES (continued)
FY__
Human Capacity Building

In this box, enter data about the status to date of human capacity building
activities in your primary focus area. We will examine each field separately.
Select a country
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically in this box. Click on the name
of a country in the list.
In the example below, the two countries that have been named are Haiti and
Romania, and Haiti has been selected.
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(You will be able to enter data about additional countries if you click on the “Add
another country” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Title of Program
Type in the title of the program.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Type of Program
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of human capacity
building programs.
The following list of possible types of human capacity building programs will
appear:
-- Select -Conferences
Residential Training
Training of Trainers
Seminars
Workshops
Other

Click on the applicable type of capacity building.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Type of Program” box, describe the type of
program here.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Type of
Program” box.
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Target Audience
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of target audiences.
The following list of possible types of target audiences will appear:
-- Select -Community Advisory Boards (CAB)
Lab Technicians
Researchers
Site Staff
Other

Click on the applicable target audience.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Target Audience” box, you are asked to describe
the target audience in the box provided.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Target
Audience” box.
Number of Participants
Type in the number of participants in the capacity building activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Location of Program
Type in the location of the capacity building program.
Estimated Duration
To enter the estimated duration of the capacity building program, you will need to
enter the appropriate number in the first box, and then click on the drop-down
box to reveal a list of possible “units” of time – that is, hours, days, weeks, etc.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Contact Name of the Organizer
Type in the name of the organizer.
Contact E-Mail Address
Type in the e-mail address of the organizer.
Contact Phone Number
Type in the telephone number of the organizer.
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Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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Other Areas
_______ FOCUS AREA – OTHER AREA
FY__
Location(s)

In this box, select the location or locations where your activity takes place.
Add Country
To add a location to your “Countries selected” list:
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries list” box (to the left).
Step 2: Click on the “Add Country” button (in the middle). The location you have
selected will appear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may select as many locations as you need. To select additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.
Remove Country
To remove a location from your “Countries selected” list
Step 1: Click on the location in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
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Step 2: Click on the “Remove Country” button (in the middle). The location you
have selected will disappear in the “Countries selected” box (to the right).
NOTE: You may remove as many locations as you need. To remove additional
locations, repeat steps 1 and 2, above.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – OTHER AREA
FY__
Supportive Activities

Select a Country
The country or countries that you named earlier as locations where your focus
area activities are carried out will appear automatically when you click on this
drop-down box. Click on the name of a country in the list and enter data about
that country’s activities in the boxes below. (You will be able to enter data about
additional countries if you click on the “Add another country” button, which will
appear at the bottom of the screen.)
Policy Work
Enter information about policy work here. (NOTE: You may enter up to 4000
characters in this text box. As you type information in the box, you will see that
the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know continuously how
many additional characters you may enter.)
US-FDA Related Regulatory Work
Enter information about US-FDA-related regulatory work here. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
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IND
Check this box if IND (Investigational New Drug) is a supportive activity.
IDE
Check this box if IDE (Investigational Device Exemption) is a supportive activity.
NDA
Check this box if NDA (New Drug Application) is a supportive activity.
PMA
Check this box if PMA (Pre-Market Approval) is a supportive activity.

Host Country Regulatory Work
Enter information about host country regulatory work here. (NOTE: You may
enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in the box,
you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you know
continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
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Manufacturing of Products for Clinical Trials
Enter information about product manufacturing for clinical trials here. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)
Scale-up of Production, Packaging and Distribution
Enter information about scale-up of production, packaging, and distribution here.
(NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.)
Other
Enter information about other work done in supportive activities here. (NOTE:
You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type information in
the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count down to let you
know continuously how many additional characters you may enter.)

Click on the “Add another country” button (below) if you would like to enter data
about supportive activities carried out in another country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – OTHER AREA
FY__
Infrastructure
In this box, enter data about the status to date of capacity building activities
related to infrastructure in your primary focus area. We will examine each field
separately.

Select a country
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically when you click on this dropdown box. Click on the name of a country in the list. (You will be able to enter
data about additional countries if you click on the “Add another country” button at
the bottom of the screen.)
NOTE: This is a required field.
Type
Click on the drop-down box to reveal the following list of possible types of
infrastructure:

-- Select -Preclinical Trial Site
Lab
Social Science Office
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Click on the applicable type of capacity building.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Name of Lab/Site
Type in the name of the lab/site.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Status
Click on one of the two possible statuses – “New” or “Existing.”
NOTE: This is a required field.
Address of Lab/Site
Type in the address of the lab/site.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
Description of Capacity Built
Type in the description of capacity built in this box.
NOTE: You may enter up to 4000 characters in this text box. As you type
information in the box, you will see that the number in red - “4000” - will count
down to let you know continuously how many additional characters you may
enter.
NOTE: This is a required field.

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about capacity building carried
out in an additional country.

When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
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Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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_______ FOCUS AREA – OTHER AREA
FY__
Human Capacity Building
In this box, enter data about the status to date of human capacity building
activities in your focus area. We will examine each field separately.

Select a country
The countries that you named earlier as locations where your focus area
activities are carried out will appear automatically in this box. Click on the name
of a country in the list.
In the example below, the two countries that have been named are Haiti and
Romania, and Haiti has been selected.
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(You will be able to enter data about additional countries if you click on the “Add
another country” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Title of Program
Type in the title of the program.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Type of Program
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of human capacity
building programs.
The following list of possible types of human capacity building programs will
appear:
-- Select -Conferences
Residential Training
Training of Trainers
Seminars
Workshops
Other

Click on the applicable type of capacity building.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Type of Program” box, describe the type of
program here.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Type of
Program” box.
Target Audience
Click on the drop-down box to reveal a list of possible types of target audiences.
The following list of possible types of target audiences will appear:

-- Select -Community Advisory Boards (CAB)
Lab Technicians
Researchers
Site Staff
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Click on the applicable target audience.
NOTE: This is a required field.
If you clicked on “Other” in the “Target Audience” box, you are asked to describe
the target audience in the box provided.
NOTE: This is a required field IF you have selected “Other” in the “Target
Audience” box.
Number of Participants
Type in the number of participants in the capacity building activity.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Location of Program
Type in the location of the capacity building program.
Estimated Duration
To enter the estimated duration of the capacity building program, you will need to
enter the appropriate number in the first box, and then click on the drop-down
box to reveal a list of possible “units” of time – that is, hours, days, weeks, etc.
NOTE: This is a required field.
Contact Name of the Organizer
Type in the name of the organizer.
Contact E-Mail Address
Type in the e-mail address of the organizer.
Contact Phone Number
Type in the telephone number of the organizer.

Click on this button if you would like to enter data about human capacity building
carried out in an additional country.
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When you have finished entering the data for this page, you have two choices of
how to proceed: you may click on “Save and continue” to proceed to the next
screen, or you may click on “Go to the Review Page” and proceed directly to the
Review page. There you will see a summary of the data you have entered up to
this point.
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Review
The Review Page provides you with:
 an opportunity to review the data you have entered,
 an opportunity to identify changes that need to be made,
 a mechanism that helps you make changes,
 a way tor print a copy of the activity entry, and
 a way to submit the activity entry for reporting purposes.
Review Data
As the name suggests, the “Review” page provides you with a summary of the
data you have entered so far. We will examine each part separately.






The System Activity Number for the current record has been assigned
by the database and will automatically appear when you (and other
authorized members of your agency or group) sign in.
The Performance Period that you selected for this record will appear
here automatically.
The Status of the activity indicates whether the activity is planned/under
review, ongoing, completed, or cancelled.
The date on which the record was “last updated” and the name of the
person who updated it appear last in this grouping.

This part of the Review screen gives you an opportunity to see data for this
activity from another performance period. You may click on the drop-down
menu, select another performance period, and click on “GO” to access another
record.
Identify Changes Needed
In the Review screen, the data that you have entered about your activity is
organized in “files” in much the same way that paper files are organized in a file
drawer. When you click on one of the file tabs, a summary of the data that has
been entered under that topic will appear below. You may review the data that
you have entered so far in the database for the performance period selected.
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The main headings of the record – for example, Clinical Trials, Social Science
Research Activities, General Information, etc. – appear here as “tabs” (much like
the tabs on paper file folders).
To view the contents of one of the files, click on the tab for that file. The data that
you have entered will then appear, and you may review it.
If you wish to see all of the data in one long record, you may click on the
“Overview” tab. You will then be able to scroll down to see all of the fields.

Make Changes
You may use the Review page to help you make changes to the data you have
entered.
Add, Edit, or Delete Data
You may choose to add, edit, or delete data that has been entered for this
performance period. You will find Edit, Add, and/or Delete links in the upper
right-hand corner of each of the boxes found in the Review page of the
Database. The following are brief explanations of these functions:
Add
If you wish to add to the data you have already entered, click on “Add” to the right
of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where the data
may be found. Then you may add data and save the screen. (Be sure to click
on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Edit
If you wish to make changes to the data you have already entered, click on “Edit”
to the right of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where
the data may be found. Then you may make your changes and save them. (Be
sure to click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Delete
If you wish to delete data that you have already entered, click on “Delete” to the
right of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where the
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data may be found. Then you may delete the data and save the screen. (Be
sure to click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Print
When you have finished reviewing and making all necessary changes to your
data, you may print your activity entry by following the steps below:
1. Click on
“Print
View”

2. Use your browser “print”
function to print.

Submit or Delete
When you have finished reviewing and making all necessary changes to your
data, you will need to use the following 3-step process to submit your activity for
reporting purposes:
1. Click on
“Overview”
tab.

2. At the bottom of the
screen, click on
“Submit.”
Or you may choose to delete the record.
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CHAPTER THREE: MODIFY INFORMATION FOR AN EXISTING
ACTIVITY
Modify Information
A list of Activity Identifiers, CA Activity Identifiers, and Activity Titles associated
with your login name and password will appear automatically in this box.

Select (by clicking on it) the Activity Identifier for the record that you would like to
modify. The database will take you directly to the REVIEW page for that record.
NOTE: The Review page will be your navigation tool as you modify the record.
See instructions for using the Review page, below.
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Review
The Review Page provides you with:
 an opportunity to review the data you have entered,
 an opportunity to identify changes that need to be made,
 a mechanism that helps you make changes, and
 a way to submit the activity entry for reporting purposes.
Review Data
As the name suggests, the “Review” screen provides you with a summary of the
data you have entered so far. We will examine each part separately.






The System Activity Number for the current record has been assigned
by the database and will automatically appear when you (and other
authorized members of your agency or group) sign in.
The Performance Period that you selected for this record will appear
here automatically.
The Status of the activity indicates whether the activity is planned/under
review, ongoing, completed, or cancelled.
The date on which the record was “last updated” and the name of the
person who updated it appear last in this grouping.

This part of the Review screen gives you an opportunity to see data for this
activity from another performance period. You may click on the drop-down
menu, select another performance period, and click on “GO” to access another
record.
Identify Changes Needed
In the Review screen, the data that you have entered about your activity is
organized in “files” in much the same way that paper files are organized in a file
drawer. When you click on one of the file tabs, a summary of the data that has
been entered under that topic will appear below. You may review the data that
you have entered so far in the database for the performance period selected.
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The main headings of the record – for example, Clinical Trials, Social Science
Research Activities, General Information, etc. – appear here as “tabs” (much like
the tabs on paper file folders).
To view the contents of one of the files, click on the tab for that file. The data that
you have entered will then appear, and you may review it.
If you wish to see all of the data in one long record, you may click on the
“Overview” tab. You will then be able to scroll down to see all of the fields.

Make Changes
You may use the Review screen to help you make changes to the data you have
entered.
Add, Edit, or Delete Data
You may choose to add, edit, or delete data that has been entered for this
performance period. You will find Edit, Add, and/or Delete links in the upper
right-hand corner of each of the boxes found in the Review section of the
Database. The following are brief explanations of these functions:
Add
If you wish to add to the data you have already entered, click on “Add” to the right
of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where the data
may be found. Then you may add data and save the screen. (Be sure to click
on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Edit
If you wish to make changes to the data you have already entered, click on “Edit”
to the right of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where
the data may be found. Then you may make your changes and save them. (Be
sure to click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Delete
If you wish to delete data that you have already entered, click on “Delete” to the
right of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where the
data may be found. Then you may delete the data and save the screen. (Be
sure to click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
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Submit or Delete
When you have finished reviewing and making all necessary changes to your
data, you will need to use the following 3-step process to submit your activity for
reporting purposes:
1. Click on
“Overview”
tab.

2. At the bottom of the
screen, click on
“Submit.”
Or you may choose to delete the record.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ADD INFORMATION FOR A NEW
PERFORMANCE PERIOD TO AN EXISTING ACTIVITY
Add Information

You may copy information from the Activity’s latest performance period to the
new performance period using the following steps:
In the list of Activity Identifiers that appears on this page, find the Activity
Identifier for the activity to which you are going to add new performance period
information.
The database will take you to the “Review” page for the existing activity you have
selected. There, you will be able to enter data about the new performance
period.
NOTE: The Review page will be your navigation tool as you add information.
See instructions for using the Review page, below.
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Review
The Review Page provides you with:
 an opportunity to review the data you have entered,
 an opportunity to identify changes that need to be made,
 a mechanism that helps you make changes, and
 a way to submit the activity entry for reporting purposes.
Review Data
As the name suggests, the “Review” screen provides you with a summary of the
data you have entered so far. We will examine each part separately.






The System Activity Number for the current record has been assigned
by the database and will automatically appear when you (and other
authorized members of your agency or group) sign in.
The Performance Period that you selected for this record will appear
here automatically.
The Status of the activity indicates whether the activity is planned/under
review, ongoing, completed, or cancelled.
The date on which the record was “last updated” and the name of the
person who updated it appear last in this grouping.

This part of the Review screen gives you an opportunity to see data for this
activity from another performance period. You may click on the drop-down
menu, select another performance period, and click on “GO” to access another
record.
Identify Changes Needed
In the Review screen, the data that you have entered about your activity is
organized in “files” in much the same way that paper files are organized in a file
drawer. When you click on one of the file tabs, a summary of the data that has
been entered under that topic will appear below. You may review the data that
you have entered so far in the database for the performance period selected.
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The main headings of the record – for example, Clinical Trials, Social Science
Research Activities, General Information, etc. – appear here as “tabs” (much like
the tabs on paper file folders).
To view the contents of one of the files, click on the tab for that file. The data that
you have entered will then appear, and you may review it.
If you wish to see all of the data in one long record, you may click on the
“Overview” tab. You will then be able to scroll down to see all of the fields.

Make Changes
You may use the Review screen to help you make changes to the data you have
entered.
Add, Edit, or Delete Data
You may choose to add, edit, or delete data that has been entered for this
performance period. You will find Edit, Add, and/or Delete links in the upper
right-hand corner of each of the boxes found in the Review page of the
Database. The following are brief explanations of these functions:
Add
If you wish to add to the data you have already entered, click on “Add” to the right
of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where the data
may be found. Then you may add data and save the screen. (Be sure to click
on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Edit
If you wish to make changes to the data you have already entered, click on “Edit”
to the right of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where
the data may be found. Then you may make your changes and save them. (Be
sure to click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Delete
If you wish to delete data that you have already entered, click on “Delete” to the
right of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where the
data may be found. Then you may delete the data and save the screen. (Be
sure to click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
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Submit or Delete
When you have finished reviewing and making all necessary changes to your
data, you will need to use the following 3-step process to submit your activity for
reporting purposes:
1. Click on
“Overview”
tab.

2. At the bottom of the
screen, click on
“Submit.”
Or you may choose to delete the record.
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CHAPTER FIVE: VIEW AN ACTIVITY
Filter Results
You will be able to search for the existing activity using the performance period
and the status of the activity. In the example below, the FY04 performance
period and a “submitted” status have been selected.

Click on the performance period and the status of the activity you wish to view.
Click on “Submit” to see the subset of activities that you have chosen, or click on
“Reset” to change your choices.
View All Activity Information
A list of all the activities that you are able to access will appear below, organized
by Activity Identifier, CA’s Activity Identifier, and Activity Title.

Click on the activity you wish to view. The Review page for the activity will
appear.
NOTE: The Review page will be your navigation tool as you view activity
information. See instructions for using the Review page, below.
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Review
The Review Page provides you with:
 an opportunity to review the data you have entered,
 an opportunity to identify changes that need to be made,
 a mechanism that helps you make changes, and
 a way to submit the activity entry for reporting purposes.
Review Data
As the name suggests, the “Review” screen provides you with a summary of the
data you have entered so far. We will examine each part separately.






The System Activity Number for the current record has been assigned
by the database and will automatically appear when you (and other
authorized members of your agency or group) sign in.
The Performance Period that you selected for this record will appear
here automatically.
The Status of the activity indicates whether the activity is planned/under
review, ongoing, completed, or cancelled.
The date on which the record was “last updated” and the name of the
person who updated it appear last in this grouping.

This part of the Review screen gives you an opportunity to see data for this
activity from another performance period. You may click on the drop-down
menu, select another performance period, and click on “GO” to access another
record.
Identify Changes Needed
In the Review screen, the data that you have entered about your activity is
organized in “files” in much the same way that paper files are organized in a file
drawer. When you click on one of the file tabs, a summary of the data that has
been entered under that topic will appear below. You may review the data that
you have entered so far in the database for the performance period selected.
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The main headings of the record – for example, Clinical Trials, Social Science
Research Activities, General Information, etc. – appear here as “tabs” (much like
the tabs on paper file folders).
To view the contents of one of the files, click on the tab for that file. The data that
you have entered will then appear, and you may review it.
If you wish to see all of the data in one long record, you may click on the
“Overview” tab. You will then be able to scroll down to see all of the fields.

Make Changes
You may use the Review screen to help you make changes to the data you have
entered.
Add, Edit, or Delete Data
You may choose to add, edit, or delete data that has been entered for this
performance period. You will find Edit, Add, and/or Delete links in the upper
right-hand corner of each of the boxes found in the Review section of the
Database. The following are brief explanations of these functions:
Add
If you wish to add to the data you have already entered, click on “Add” to the right
of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where the data
may be found. Then you may add data and save the screen. (Be sure to click
on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Edit
If you wish to make changes to the data you have already entered, click on “Edit”
to the right of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where
the data may be found. Then you may make your changes and save them. (Be
sure to click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
Delete
If you wish to delete data that you have already entered, click on “Delete” to the
right of the heading for that data and you will be taken to the screen where the
data may be found. Then you may delete the data and save the screen. (Be
sure to click on the “Save Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.)
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Submit or Delete
When you have finished reviewing and making all necessary changes to your
data, you will need to use the following 3-step process to submit your activity for
reporting purposes:
1. Click on
“Overview”
tab.

2. At the bottom of the
screen, click on
“Submit.”
Or you may choose to delete the record.
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CHAPTER SIX: SUBMIT ACTIVITY ENTRIES
Submit Activity Entries
When you finish entering all of your data for a particular activity, and you click on
the “Submit” button, the database will inform you whether submission has been
successful or additional data entry must be done. A description of each situation
follows.
Successful Submission
If you have entered all of the data required (i.e., you have completed all of the
fields labeled with an * ), you will see the following message:

Unsuccessful Submission
If you have left one or more required fields blank or incompletely filled, you
will see the following message:

You will see that one or more of the “tabs” will appear in red, signaling that
more data is needed there to make submission of the activity entry possible.
For example:

Click on a red tab, and you will see a list of the fields that still need to be
entered. For example:
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NOTE: If you wish to have a printed copy of the data fields that still need to be
filled, you may click on the “Printable list of all missing information,” which
appears as a link, as shown below:

To complete the submission process, click on each of the fields for which data
is missing, fill in the required data, and click on the “Submit” button at the
bottom of the Overview screen.
USAID Approval
USAID must approve every record that is submitted to the MDB. If USAID has
any questions or concerns about an activity entry, a staff member will contact the
CA that has submitted the record to request that it be revised. Once USAID has
approved a record, an approval message will be sent to the CA to indicate that
the activity entry has been accepted and reports may then be generated.
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Submit Multiple Activity Entries for a Performance Period
When you have several activities for a performance period ready to be submitted,
you may submit all of them at the same time using the following steps:
1. At the “Entry” screen, select the appropriate performance period and
“Submit multiple activities for a performance period.” For example:
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2. In the “Management of Multiple Activities” screen, click on the
appropriate performance period, contract name(s), country name(s),
focus area(s), and product(s) to select the activities that you want to
submit.

3. When you click on “Submit,” you will be given an opportunity to
select which in-process activities are to be submitted.
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Successful Submission
If you have entered all of the data required (i.e., you have completed all of the
fields labeled with an * ), you will see a message like the following for each of
the activities that has been submitted:

Unsuccessful Submission
If any of the activities has required fields that have been left blank or
incompletely filled, you will be instructed to fill in those fields before
submission can be completed.

USAID Approval
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USAID must approve every record that is submitted to the MDB. If USAID has
any questions or concerns about an activity entry, a staff member will contact the
CA that has submitted the record to request that it be revised. Once USAID has
approved a record, an approval message will be sent to the CA to indicate that
the activity entry has been accepted and reports may then be generated.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: GENERATE REPORTS
Generate Reports
Each implementing partner may generate reports from its own data. USAID may
generate reports using all data.
Once you have received an approval message from USAID indicating that they
have approved data entry for one or more activities, you may begin to generate
reports. For a list of reports that you may generate, see “What reports can be
generated from the MDB?” in the Introduction of this Guide.
Generating a report comprises the following 5-step process:
Step 1: At the Entry page, click on “Reports”
Step 2: Click on the name of the report you wish to generate.
Step 3: From the options presented, select the parameters of the report
you wish to generate by clicking on them.
Step 4: Click on the “Submit” button.
NOTE: The database will produce a Pdf of the report that you
have requested.
Step 5: Print the Pdf using your browser “Print” function.
The following is an example of this 5-step process.

Step 1: At the Entry page, click on “Reports”

The following list will appear:
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Step 2: Click on the name of the report you wish to generate.
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Step 3: From the options presented, select the parameters of the report you
wish to generate by clicking on them.

Step 4: Click on the “Submit” button.

You will see a report that looks similar to the following example:
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Step 5: Print the report
You have a number of options for printing your report. You may:
1. Print a Pdf of the report using your browser “Print” function.
2. Print a copy of the report using the “Crystal Reports” print function.
3. Export the report to a different format, using the “Crystal Reports”
Export feature.
Please see examples of each, below:
1. Print a Pdf of the report using your browser “Print” function.
You may do so in 2 ways, either by clicking on the “print” icon of your
browser:

Or by using the browser menu bar to print:

2. Print a copy of the report using the Crystal Reports “print” function.
Click on the “print” icon in the Crystal Reports menu bar (found at the top
of the screen):
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3. Export the report to a different format, using the Crystal Reports
“export” feature.
•

In the Crystal Reports menu bar, click on the “export” icon:

•

You will see the following box:

•

Click on the “File Format” drop-down list and choose the file format to
which you want to export your report:

•

In the “Page Range” section of the box, choose whether to export all of
the report or certain pages only:
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•

Assign a name to the exported file, and then click “OK” to continue.

•

You will see the following message:

•

Once you have opened the exported file, you will be able to save or
print it using your browser functions.
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